A Robot for Any
Disaster
The Pentagon’s humanitarian android is getting closer to
replacing ﬁrst responders who risk their lives after a catastrophe.
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THE DRAWING ROBOT
you can see Atlas being useful even
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Krawczuk, 13, applied her knowledge of electrical engineering, now—knocking down a wall, lifting
computer coding (at which she is self-taught), and calculus
huge rocks, traversing a muddy pit.
to make a robot capable of writing her school’s initials.
All of these actions will help the
What were you doing when you were 13? Right. Exactly.
robot get to survivors after a disas—
ter strikes. We hope one never does.
RECOGNITION Four major awards, including the Xerox Computer
We know it will. — DAVEY ALBA
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THERE’S AN AMAZING VIDEO on YouTube
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Hydraulics
drive Atlas,
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more powerful
than electrical
robots.

of the world’s most advanced
humanoid robot. The footage
shows it in a series of testing
rooms, with engineers popping in
and out—monitoring the machine,
tapping out commands on keyboards, smiling at one another with
what looks like pride, or shock, or
both. In one clip the robot walks
on a treadmill with astonishing
smoothness. An engineer slips a
2 x 4 under its foot—simulating
an obstacle on some rocky terrain, we are to assume—and the
robot ably steps over it. Cut to the
robot standing on one foot and
getting clocked in the side with a
20-kilogram ball, then adjusting its
body to stay balanced. Cut to the
robot navigating a treacherous hole
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